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Milano Bedding: details to create shape and comfort
During the 2017 edition of imm Cologne, Milano Bedding presents models immediately recognizable, thanks
to the care of the characterizing details.
Starting from the new sofa bed Groove, it is a clear choice to introduce models with small peculiarities that
become significant elements: the creases on the armrest enrich clean and soft lines of this charming sofa
bed.
At the fair, the company also shows the Andersen, with balanced, square and essential proportions,
distinguished by the comfortable and elegant quilted seat, also characterized by the piping.
Milano Bedding also presents the Charles, a sofa bed that, in the purity of its soft and balanced shapes, is
elegant and comfortable.
Finally, Tommy, whose peculiarity is its versatility: it is available in different dimensions, allowing to create
free configurations, to fit the space and the different needs.
No matter whether it is an elegant, contemporary, classic or minimalist sofa bed: with a simple movement,
you can have a real bed for dimension, bed support type and mattress thickness. Research in this field has
continued and today the company from the “Brianza” region presents a new orthopaedic bed base, the
result of extensive research on the physiology and function of the back, to combine rest and physical wellbeing, encouraging a proper posture.
A bed base designed for people who desire a perfect adjustment of the mattress: each support is, in fact,
independent, allowing two adjustments of the level of flexibility, according to user needs. This bed base is
presented in the Jan sofa bed, proposed with a comfortable 14 cm mattress.
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